1* NOTATION. Our notation and terminology are essentially that of [4] . Throughout, R denotes a commutative ring with identity and T denotes the total quotient ring of R. By an overring S of R, we shall mean a ring S such that R g S £ T. The set of natural numbers will be denoted by ω and ω 0 is the set of nonnegative integers. If A is an ideal of R, then we let
A[[X]] = \f(X) = Σ a.X'/a, e A for each i e ωλ
and we define Ai2 [[Z] ] to be the ideal of iϋ [[X] ] which is generated by A. The ideal A will be called an SFT-ideal (an ideal of strong finite type) provided there exists a finitely generated ideal B g A and keω such that a k eB for each aeA. We say that R is an SFT-ring provided each ideal of R is an SFT-ideal.
2 Some properties of SFT-rings* Arnold has shown in [1] that if R is not an SFT-ring, then dimi2[[X]] = oo. In this paper we are primarily concerned with finite-dimensional Prϋfer domains which are also SFT-rings, and our main result shows that for such a domain D, if dimD = n, then dimi)[[X]] = n + 1. Before restricting our attention to Prϋfer domains, however, we wish to consider some properties of arbitrary SFT-rings. LEMMA 
// A u A 2 are SFT-ideals of R and if C is an ideal of R such that A t Π A 2 2 C 2 ΛA 2 , then C is an SFT-ideal.
Bi £ Ai and k { eω such that aϊ* e Bi for each α^ e A+. Set fc = &! + fe. Then for ceC, we have that c k = e*^ e JS^ s A X A 2 £ C. Since B X B 2 is finitely generated, the lemma follows. PROPOSITION 
R is an SFT-ring if and only if each prime ideal of R is an SFT-ideal.
Proof. Suppose that R is not an SFT-ring. It follows from a straight-forward application of Zorn's Lemma that R contains an ideal P which is maximal among those ideals of R which are not SFT-ideals. Thus, if A and B are ideals of R which properly contain P, then A and B are SFT-ideals. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 that P g AB, for otherwise, P would be an SFT-ideal. Therefore, P is a prime ideal of R which is not an SFT-ideal. PROPOSITION 
If the ring S is the homomorphic image of an SFT-ring R, then S is also an SFT-ring.
The proof of Proposition 2.3 is straightforward and will be omitted.
Before stating our next result, we recall that an overring R γ of R is called a flat overring of R provided E ι is flat as an i2-module. Richman in [8] has studied flat overrings of integral domains and has dubbed them "generalized quotient rings" due to the fact that many of the classical properties of quotient rings also hold for flat overrings. Flat overrings are further considered in [2] , where they are shown to be a special class of "generalized transforms." Specifically, if R γ is a flat overring of R, then there exists a multiplicatively closed set S? of ideals of R such that
Moreover, S? may be chosen so that AR ί -R t for each iey [2, Thm. 1.3] Using this notation and terminology, we now prove the following result. Proof. Let R t = R^ as described above, and let Q be a prime ideal of R. If we set P = Q Π R f then Q = P^ [2, Thm. 1.1] ; thus, for q6 Q, there exists 4ey such that qA S P But P is an SFTideal, so there is a finitely generated ideal B S P and keω such that p k eB for each peP. Proof. Clearly, each radical ideal of R is the radical of a finitely generated ideal. But this is equivalent to the ascending chain condition for radical ideals [7, p. 633] .
If R satisfies the ascending chain condition for radical ideals, then it is shown in [6, p. 59 ] that each ideal of R has only finitely many minimal prime divisors.
As Proof. Let V be a valuation over ring of D for which PV' Φ V. Since P is an SFT-ideal, there exists a finitely generated ideal B £ P and keω such that p k eB for each peP. If P x = PV and B t = BV, then we also have ξ k e B x for each ξ e P t . Since V is a valuation ring, it follows that P k g B x Q P λ . If B ι -P lf then P x is principal, so P 1 Φ Pi. If B, c P 1? then P k Φ P ίy and again it follows that P x Φ PI. Consequently, P Φ P 2 as we wished to show.
3* Priifer domains which are SFT-rings* Throughout this section D will denote a Priifer domain. We begin by giving a characterization of those Priifer domains which are also SFT-rings. PROPOSITON 
In order that the Priifer domain D be an SFTring, it is necessary and sufficient that for each nonzero prime ideal P of D, there exists a finitely generated ideal A such that
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.2, it is clear that the given conditions are sufficient to insure that an arbitrary ring is an SFTring. To show that they are also necessary for the Prufer domain D, suppose that D is an SFT-ring and let P be a nonzero prime ideal of D. Since P is an SFT-ideal, P = τ/ΊΓ for some finitely generated ideal B of D. By Lemma 2.7 there exists pe P -P 2 . If we set A = B + (p), then A is finitely generated, P -λ/A, and P 2 =£ A. Let ilί be a maximal ideal of D which contains P. Since P 2 is P -primary [4, 19.3] Proof. Let A = (a l9 , a m ) be a finitely generated ideal of D such that P 2 gA£ P. Then AD P £ PZ? P = (j>)Z> P , so we may find se D -P such that sα^ e (p) for 1 <J £ <Ξ m. For each ne ω, set s n = s\ For 7i = 1 we get s x P 2 £ s x A £ (p), and for n > 1 we get
The corollary follows by induction on n.
Hereafter, we assume that D has finite dimension; Π = is the set of minimal prime ideals for D, and ^/έ= {M β } βeΓ is the set of maximal ideals of D.
If D is an SFT-ring, then as an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7, we see that D Q is a discrete valuation ring for each prime ideal Q of D [4, p. 177] . In particular, D Pa is a rank one discrete valuation ring for each P a e Π. Dedekind domains and discrete valuation rings with finite dimension provide immediate examples of Prufer domains wich are SFT-rings. In fact, if dim D -1, then it follows from [4, 30.2] [3, p. 603] . But the maximal ideals of D' [[X] ] are of the form P + (X), where P is a maximal ideal of [4, 35.16] 
Consequently, if there exists meω Q such that g. = o for i <Ξ m, then we also have that /< = 0 for i ^ m. Therefore, in our representation ξ(X) = f(X)/g(X), we may assume that g Q Φ 0. set τ,(X) = ΣUβaX* and UX) = (λ,(X) -7,(X))/X* +1 . [4,36.10] 
For 1 ^ i ^ k we have that y i (X)eD'[[X]] Γ\ L -U, and hence,
Σ Ύ i (X)a i (X) = JIMMY T. ARNOLD But u(X) = 1 -X(ΣΪ=ι ζ i (X)a i (X)) e U is a unit in D'[[X]],
that U = D'[[X]\ n L is a Krull domain and each minimal prime ideal of U has the form Q Π U, where Q is a minimal prime ideal of D'[[X]]. Moreover, whenever Q is a minimal prime ideal of D'[[X]] such that QΠ Uφ (0), then Q f] U is a minimal prime ideal of U and (D'[[X]]) ρ Π L is the essential valuation overring of U associated with Q f] U. In particular, F* = V* Π L is the essential valuation overring of U associated with P[ -PJ[X]] Π V.
We are now in a position to prove the following key result. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that D is an SFT-ring and let P a e Π. Then P α [[X]] is a minimal prime ideal of D[[X]\.

Proof. Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of Z>[[XΠ, Q
We now have
But w{τt n ls n f 1 {X)) = -w(MX)) <0, so it must be the case that
IF a 17.
Let Pi be the center of F* on U -that is, P[ = PJ [X] ] Π Ϊ7, and let Qί be the center of W on *7 We claim that 
We now digress momentarily in order to strengthen the results of Proposition 3.5. It follows from [4,16.10] Proof. Suppose that D is an SFT-ring, let P be a prime ideal of D, and let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of Z) [ 
, we may assume that Q f] D = (0). In view of Proposition 3.5, we may also assume that P is not minimal in D; hence, there exists a prime ideal P 1 of D such that P 1 c P and there are no prime ideals properly contained between P and P λ [4, 19.3] . We further assume that PΛ [X] ] IQ. Let peP -P 2 and p.eP,-P\.
and set We conclude that no such Q exists. then J is a Dedekind domain. Proof. Since J = J' n L, J is a Krull domain [4, 36.10] . Therefore, it suffices to show that dim J = 1 [4, 35.16 from which it is immediate that Q Π D Φ (0). Since this contradicts our assumption on Q, we conclude that QJ is minimal in /.
We now state the principal result of this paper. (1) D is an SFT-ring.
Proof. It is clear that (2) implies (3) and it is shown in [1] that (3) implies (1) .
We show that (1) implies (2) by induction of n. But if n == 1, then D is a Dedekind domain, so the theorem holds. Now suppose that dimD = n> 1 and let (0) 
Since D/P a is a Prufer domain [4, 18.5] which is, by Proposition 2.3, an SFT-ring, our induction hypothesis implies that k -1 ^ n. Consequently, k fg n + 1. But we already know that dim D[[X]] ^ n + 1, so equality must hold. 
